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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have instances running on your VPC. You have both
production and development based instances
running in the VPC. You want to ensure that people who are
responsible for the development instances don't
have the access to work on the production instances to ensure
better security. Using policies, which of the
following would be the best way to accomplish this? Choose the
correct answer from the options given below
A. Launchthe test and production instances in separate VPC's
and use VPC peering
B. Createan 1AM policy with a condition which allows access to
only instances that areused for production
or development
C. Launchthe test and production instances in different
Availability Zones and use MultiFactor
Authentication
D. Definethe tags on the test and production servers and add a
condition to the lAMpolicy which allows
access to specific tags

Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
You can easily add tags which define which instances are
production and which are development instances
and then ensure these tags are used when controlling access via
an 1AM policy.
For more information on tagging your resources, please refer to
the below link:
* http://docs.aws.a
mazon.com/AWSCC2/latest/UserGuide/Usi ng_Tags.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
A security administrator is reviewing the following firewall
configuration after receiving reports that users are unable to
connect to remote websites:
Which of the following is the MOST secure solution the security
administrator can implement to fix this issue?
A. Add the following rule to the firewall: 5 PERMIT FROM:ANY
TO:ANY PORT:53
B. Remove the following rule from the firewall: 30 DENY
FROM:ANY TO:ANY PORT:ANY
C. Replace rule number 10 with the following rule: 10 PERMIT
FROM:ANY TO:ANY PORT:22
D. Insert the following rule in the firewall: 25 PERMIT
FROM:ANY TO:ANY PORTS:ANY
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to exhibit.
An organization has Palo Alto Networks NGFWs that send logs to
remote monitoring and security management platforms. The
network team has reported excessive traffic on the corporate
WAN.
How could the Palo Alto Networks NGFW administrator reduce WAN
traffic while maintaining support for all existing monitoring/
security platforms?
A. Forward logs from firewalls only to Panorama and have
Panorama forward logs to other external services.
B. Configure log compression and optimization features on all
remote firewalls.
C. Forward logs from external sources to Panorama for
correlation, and from Panorama send them to the NGFW.
D. Any configuration on an M-500 would address the insufficient
bandwidth concerns.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4

A. Option C
B. Option A
C. Option B
D. Option D
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
Incorrect:
Not B: There is only a "TraceListener" defined in the config
file. In fact, there is no "eventlogDebugListener" class.
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